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1. Introduction

In the paper of Cornea ([1], p. 836) is the following conjecture: A set A cz Rd

is thin at 0 if there exist vί9 v2, v3eRd linearly independent (pairwise, if d—2)
with \\v}\\ = 1 and such that TVj(A) is thin at 0,y = 1,2,3, where Tv(x) :=x-(x,v}v. We
show that this conjecture fails.

We recall that the fine topology on Rd is the smallest topology on Rd for
which all superharmonic functions are continuous in the extended sense. A set
E a Rd is thin at x if x is not a fine limit point of E. The Wiener test relates
thinness of E to the capacity of certain subsets of E. We note that thinness of
a set at a point is related to irregularity of boundary points relative to the Dirichlet
problem. For general information see [2], [3].

2. An example in R2

We denote Px, Pyi Pz and Pw the orthogonal projections which map R2 onto
a line through the origin in such a way that the points (0,1), (1,0), (1,-1) and
(1,1), respectively are mapped to the origin. We set I2 := {(x,y) e R2, 0 < x < l ,
0<>><l}, cap denotes the logarithmic capacity.

Lemma 2.1. Given ε>0 there exists a set E c I2 such that c&p(PxE)<ε,

cap(PyE)<ε, csip(PzE) = 0 and

Proof. We set A := {(x,0) e /2, x e β}, A is countable, hence cap(Λ) = 0. There
exists an open set U ZD A in R2 such that cap(t/)<ε. Denote K:={(x,0))e/2}n U.
We set E:={(x,y)el29 (x,0)e V9 0<y<ε, x+yeQ}. Then

(i) PxE=Vcz U, hence cap(PxE)<ε;

(ii) PyE= {(09y) eI2,0<y<ε}, hence c a p ( ^ ) < ε;
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(iii) PZE is countable, hence cap(Pz£) = 0.

Denote / the segment joining points (0,0) and (1/2, —1/2). Then / a PWE, hence

8. •

REMARK 2.2. We show that the set E can be constructed to be compact: We

find real numbers 0 = α 0 </? 0 < <<xn<βn=l such that ocj — βj-ί<ε, for 7=1,•••,«,

and

cap({(x,0)e/2, oίj<x<βj for somey = 0, ,«})<ε.

(Here we use the Wiener capacity, which is countably subadditive.)

For eachy = 0,l, ,« we construct lines /{,••-,/{, with slopes —1 such that the

point (jβy,O)e/{, (ocpέ)elJ

kj and the distance between lp and lj

p+ί is less than

y/2/(βj-*j). We set

E'= U [J(lj

pn{(x9y)el2, Xj<x<βp
7=0p=l

The set E is compact (consists only of finitely many segments) and the estimates

of cap(Pxi?), cdip(PyE\ cap(Pz2?) and ca.p(PwE) can be obtained similarily as in the

proof of Lemma 2.1.

COUNTEREXAMPLE 2.3. There is a set E in R2 such that E is not thin at the

origin and the projections PXE, PyE and PZE are thin at the origin.

Proof. Let En be the set E in Lemma 2.1 constructed with ε = l/2"3. Set

E - = 0 ^ - « ^
Denote An:={aeR2, l/2"+ 1<| |α| | <l/2"}. Then

cap(Pχ JEn An) = cap(Px(En An)) < l/2"\

n)=cap(Py(EnAn)) < 1/2"3.

)=0, and

Hence PXE, PyE and PZE are thin, and E is not thin at the origin due to the

Wiener test. •
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3. An example in R3

We denote PXΓ Pxz, Pyz and Pwy the orthogonal projections, which map R3

onto a plane through the origin in such a way, that (0,0,1), (0,1,0), (1,0,0) and

(1,0,1), respectively are mapped to the origin. We set I3:={(x,y,z)eR3, 0 < x < l ,

0<>><l, 0 < z < l } , c denotes the Newton capacity.

Lemma 3.1. Given ε > 0 there exists a set E a 73 such that c(PxyE)<ε,

c(PxzE)<ε, c(PyzE)<ε and c(E)>c(PwyE)>c(Pwy{(x,y,0)eI3}l (=:b>0).

Proof. We set A := {( c^O) e 73, * e Q}, hence c(A) = 0. There exists an open set

UZDA in R3 such that c(U)<ε. Denote F:={(;c,j>,0)e73}n U.

We set L := {(0,j>,0) e 73}, hence c(L) = 0. We find δ < ε such that c{{(0,y,z) e 73,

0<z<δ})<ε.

We set E:={(x,y,z)el3, (jcj>,0)e V9 0<z<δ}. Then

(i) PxyE c F, hence c(PxyE)<c(U)<ε;

(ii) PXZE cz {(x,0,z) 6 73,0 < z < δ}, hence c(PxzE) <ε due to construction of δ

(iii) PyzE cz {(0,j>,z) e 73,0 < z < δ}, hence c(PyzE) < ε due to construction of δ.

Nevertheless PwyEcontains the set Pwy({(x,y,0) e 73}), hence c(E) > c(PwyE) >b. •

REMARK 3.2. We show that the set E can be constructed in such a way that it is

a compact set consisting of finitely many rectangles (like in Remark 2.2).

COUNTEREXAMPLE 3.3. There is a set E in R3 such that E is not thin at the

origin and the projections PxyE, PXZE and PyzE are thin at the origin.

Proof. Let En be the set E in Lemma 3.1 constructed with ε=l/2". Set

E-= 0 i «u,i)+^n).

The rest of the proof runs like in the proof of Counterexample 2.3. •

REMARK 3.4. A counterexample to Cornea's conjecture in dimension d> 3 can

be derived from the set E in Conterexample 3.3. It suffices to consider the set

ExRd3 czRd because, for any set F a R3, Ex Rd~3 is thin at 0 in Rd if and only

if F itself is thin at 0 in R3 (in the sense of potential theory in R3).

REMARK 3.5. Cornea states in [1], Remark on the page 836, that the conjecture

is true for a set A contained in a set of the form \JjL0Gj, where Gj is a Lipschitz

manifold (graph of a Lipschitz function). It should be compared with
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Counterexample 2.3, where the set obtained is contained in countably many lines.
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